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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 49th year & counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

From the Editor’s Desk:  So some have asked why did I 

start using the moniker “photoJoe”.  Well years ago a friend, 

former member, and my photography mentor at the time, Eli 

River was giving a lecture at PEC (Pennsylvania 

Environmental Council) and asked me to accompany him and 

give some assistance.  The class was a group of teachers who 

needed continuing education credits and chose photography as 

the “easy” topic.  As usual Eli made it a lot of fun and during 

the weekend classes I was some how given the nickname by 

the teachers.  I got a kick out of it and started signing my 

work with it.    And now you know the rest of the story.                          
“photoJoe” Crupi                                                               

5th—Competition  #6  Judge: John Bruno                                                                 

19th –Program– Eagles at Conowingo Dam– Andy Silver. 

4th—Competition  #7  Judge:                                                                          

18th –Program– Mike DiRenzo “About Judging Competition” 



At our January 15 meeting Tony Siciliano gave us a presentation on the phone app 

“Photo pills”  Using his tablet and projecting on the big screen he detailed how and 

why this is such a great addition to our phones when preparing for a photo shoot at 

any location.  First he took us through the use of google earth and how to locate and 

investigate locations and how to obtain longitude and latitude information for a 

specific location on that site.  Tony also demonstrated how to go from the satellite 

view to street view.  Then he wowed us with how Photo pills is unbeatable for trip 

planning  and after picking a location knowing the movement of celestial bodies, or 

in layman’s terms, knowing where the Sun and the Moon will rise and set and what 

course they will follow. Find the exact times of civil, nautical and astronomical 

sunrise and sunset, elevation, phase and azimuth of celestial bodies, time periods 

for blue and golden hour, and much more.  Members and guests were on the edge 

of their seats as Tony went further and further into the many uses.  So if you want to 

capture the Milky way next to the Matterhorn on some future date just ask one of 

those that attended the meeting.  Great job Tony.  

Many remember our late past president Mary OConnor as a most kind and generous person.  It is now 

made know that Mary wished to donate a whopping $5000. to FCC after her passing  .  A check was 

recently forwarded to us by Patricia Burke Mary’s dearest friend and executrix to her estate.  Patricia 

reveled the time consuming difficulties  and red tape she encountered in handling the estate.  It was she 

that helped make the donation at this time possible.  Thank you so much Patricia and God bless Mary who 

will always be in our hearts.  The board will insure the money is well purposed to benefit the membership. 

Suzanne Abruzzi submits photos into the 

annual Huntington Tulip Photo Contest.                                                                                                  

Again this year she received a phone call from 

the Town of Huntington Office announcing that 

her photo “Tulip Bouquet” submitted last 

summer won 1st place.                                                                                                       

Tony  Coppeta had to cancel his presentation on “Cell Phone Photography” scheduled for January 29th but Tony Siciliano 

immediately rose to the occasion.  With only short notice Tony put together a program on Night Photography.  He started the 

evening with a refresher and additional information on the PhotoPills presentation he gave earlier in the month.  He showed us 

how to plot sun and moon locations at various times and days.  Next he got into Night Photography first by starting with a 

checklist of equipment.  Then recommending a particular book on the subject and demonstrating with images further by 

detailing exposures and the various results from different exposures and different lighting from sunset to dawn.  We were 

given information on shooting for pinpoint stars and circular star trails.  His presentation along with his images and images 

from other sources gave us good insight into night photography.  Many of us left hoping for warmer weather to get out and put 

Tony’s lessons to use.  Tony also provided our FaceBook Group with a punch list of details from his presentation.  Thanks again 

Tony Siciliano and get well soon to Tony Coppeta. 

The award presentation will be at a ceremony during their 

February 11th Town Meeting.    Suzanne wrote FCC to say 

“Thanks for your encouragement and support over the years. “  
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Roy Woelfel 10 23.5 

Bernie Gellman 10 23 

Tony Siciliano 10 22 

Matsuyarma Tsunemasa 9 21.5 

Bill McLernon 10 20.5 

Edward Xu 10 20.5 

Louise DeStefano 10 19.5 

Sharon Jackson 8 16 

Uris McKay 6 8.5 

John Baratta 4 7.5 

Georgina Eng 3 6 

Archie Reyes 2 2.5 

A Group 

Joe Macaluso 10  18 

Frederick Mark 10  10 

Sheila Golden  8  8 

Norman Eng 5  5 

B Group 

Andrew Silver 10 26 

Sheree Lin 10 25 

Barbara Shea 10 22.5 

Bernard Huang 10 22.5 

Tony Coppeta       10 20.5 

Lucy Pearce 10 20 

Dennis Golin 10 19.5 

Martin Freischer 10 18.5 

Helen Repstad  8 18 

Conrad Tinney 8 17.5 

Terry Chen 6 17 

Henry Szczepanski 6 11 

Tom 
Mrwik Salon 2 5 

Salon Group 

Tony Siciliano 5 11.5 

Edward Xu 4 10.5 

Dennis Golin 5 10 

Bill McLernon 5 9.5 

Joe Macaluso 5 8.5 

Roy Woelfel 5 8 

Tony Coppeta  4 8 

Conrad Tinney 2 6.5 

Martin Fleischer 5 6 

Helen Repstad 2 4.5 

Andrew Silver 2 4.5 

Bernie Gellman 1 1.5 

B&W 

 

 

Tony Siciliano  5 13 

Dennis Golin      5 8 

Joe Macaluso  5 8 

Bernie Gellman  3 7.5 

Bill McLernon  5 7.5 

Roy Woelfel  5 6.5 

Edward Xu  4 4.5 

Tony Coppeta   2 4 

Sharon Jackson  1 1 

Creative 

judge 

 Making sure that the camera's battery is fully charged, you then turn on the camera with the memory card containing the 

firmware update inserted. You can then follow the prompts on your camera's display to complete the update.                                             

I've also seen cameras that can be updated via a physical connection, such as by connecting the camera to a USB port on a 

computer and updating either via a special software download or the software that came with your camera. In some cases it is 

also possible to update via a WiFi Internet connection, if your camera is so equipped.  

How do I get the firmware update into my camera?   

Generally speaking, firmware updates for cameras can be installed in one of two ways. You can 

either install the update via a memory card inserted into the camera, or by using a connection (such 

as USB) to install the update to the camera.                                                                                                                      

In my experience the most common method for updating the firmware on a digital camera is via a 

memory card inserted into the camera. You will first need to download the firmware update from the 

camera manufacturer's website, and that update can generally be found in the "Support" section of 

the site. The file is then copied to a memory card, which you can insert into the camera.       

https://greylearningblog.com/18-years-of-ask-tim-grey/        tim@timgrey.com  

mailto:tim@timgrey.com
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Creative:    Sun Flower Power,     Tony  Sicilliano 

Salon:   Takeoff Time,      Dennis  Golin 

B&W:   Heron,           Edward  Xu 

A group:   Lunch,              Roy Woelfel 

B group:     Ritzy Sea Gull,         Joe Macaluso 
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                   Scores for Flushing for January 

      Judges - Mike DiRenzo - Marty Silverstein - Dave Curtin -  

 

 CRE  Roy Woelfel                 The Farm                               19 

 CRE  Edward X                     Bwheron                                20 

 CRE  Bill Mclernon               Lunar Landing Bill                  21 

 CRE  Dennis Golin                Eerieowl                                 21 

 CRE  Tony Coppeta              Old Fighter Plane                   21 

 CRE  Tony Sicilliano              Sun Flower Power                 22   

DPA  Bernard Huang                 Chase For Clam                      21 

 DPA  Andrew Silver                   7992-1 Hopper                        21 

 DPA  Martin Fleischer                Ready For Play                       21 

 DPA  Lucy Pearce                     Sweet Nectar                          21 

 DPA  Sherre Lin                         Seagul Chase For  Fish          21 

 DPA  Matsuyama Tsunemasa   White Lily                                21 

 DPA  Dennis Golin                     Takeofftime                            21 

 DPA  Barbara Shea                    Water Lilly                             22 

 DPA  Dennis Golin                      Moroccan Man                     22 

 DPA  Helen Repstad                  Lotus 0193                            22 

 DPA  Tom Mrwik                        jay On The Wing                    22 

 DPA  Terry Chen                        Air Show                                23 

DPB  Norman Eng                 Lic                                          18 

 DPB  S Jackson                    Chalk It Up                              20 

 DPB  Roy Woelfel                  Skimmer                                 20 

 DPB  Louise Destefano         Daydreaming                          20 

 DPB  John Baratta                Sunshine                                 20 

 DPB  Uris Mckay                   Fruits                                      20 

 DPB  Bill Mclernon                Who Owl                                 21 

 DPB  Joe Macaluso               Rose                                       21 

 DPB  Bernie Gellman         011317 0369 5 2 Balanced    21 

 DPB  Tony Sicilliano              Waiting For Dinner                  21 
Note:  There was a PFLI discussion about the overall low scores possibly 

being related to their available inadequate projection equipment.  

Have you heard of Joel Sartore?                                                                 
Joel Sartore is an award-winning photographer, speaker, author, 

conservationist, and the 2018 National Geographic Explorer of the Year.                                                      

There are about 12,000 animal species in human care around the world.   

Joel says. ”So far, I’ve made portraits of more than 8,000, and we’ll keep 

going until we get them all. It’ll take another 15 years or so. The goal is to 

show the world what biodiversity actually looks like and get everyone to 

care about saving species while there’s still time . ’                                                                       

Joel specializes in documenting endangered species and landscapes 

around the world. He is the founder of the Photo Ark, a 25-year 

documentary project to save species and habitat. 

“It is folly to think that we can destroy one species and ecosystem after 

another and not affect humanity,” he says. “When we save species, 

we’re actually saving ourselves.”                                                                                                                                                

Joel is the founder of the Photo Ark, a groundbreaking effort to 

document species before they disappear—and to get people to care 

while there’s still time. Explore the Photo Ark                                                    

Search the 33,406-picture Photo Ark for an animal or species. Scroll 

down to see every species in the Ark … if you’ve got all 

day..https://www.joelsartore.com/photo-ark/ 

https://search.aol.com/aol/image;_ylt=A2KLfSjHkBxeAO4A9zhpCWVH;_ylu=X3oDMTByMDgyYjJiBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzYw--?p=crying+clip+art&fr=webmail-searchbox&th=102.4&tw=102.4&imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.istockphoto.com%2Fvectors%2Fcartoon-emoticon-


 

 

The Quickest Way to Improve your Photography                                                                                                                               

Join a camera club. Long Island is filled with camera clubs, close to 20 in both Nassau and Suffolk. I 

struggled with my photography until someone I met while out shooting at Jones Beach suggested I 

join a camera club. That was 35 years ago and I’ve been a member of one club or another ever since.   

Sure, you can post your images on Facebook or wherever and get a bunch of likes, but it’s rare to get 

any constructive criticism that will help you make better images. A camera club allows you to share 

your images and get constructive criticism from someone likely to be more experienced than yourself. 

Plus you’ll get to see what other members present and why their images work well or not. Maybe 

you’ll see a style of image that you’re really taken with. Just ask them how they did that. Most 

members are more than willing to share their techniques either in capture or in post processing. Plus 

if you have an issue with a particular feature of your camera, you can just ask who might be able to 

help you - easy. In addition to sharing images there’s usually a monthly meeting devoted to 

entertainment or instruction on a specific genre by one of the more experienced members.                                        

For the cost of a couple of filters you get to join for a whole year, which is guaranteed to deliver the 

best bang for the buck in improving your photography. Plus, you might make some really good friends, 

which is great for the soul. You can find a list of most Long Island clubs on the Photographic 

Federation of Long Island website 

 The following articles were from a newsletter by Neptune Camera                                                                 

731 Franklin AveGarden City NY  Ph 516-741-4484      www.neptunephoto.com 

Is the DSLR Dead?                                                                                                                                                                     

With Nikon and Canon both finally entering the realm of full frame mirrorless cameras, one has to 

wonder what will eventually become of mirrored DSLRs.                                                                                                 

The design of the SLR was first patented in 1861 but didn’t become mainstream until the 1960s. 

Unlike the popular rangefinder camera, you could now put any lens on the camera, accurately focus 

and compose while looking through the lens - wow. The only downside was that you never really knew 

how the image turned out until the film was developed. The digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera of 

course solves that problem with its instant playback.                                                                                                                         

The physical difference between a DSLR and the film version is minor, so manufacturers used the 

same lens mount when switching to digital. However when you remove the mirror from the camera, 

that changes the physical constraints entirely, since now the lens can be attached much closer to the 

image sensor. That difference allows lens designers much more freedom to create smaller lenses in 

some cases, and better optical performance. Both Sony and Olympus realized this early on and 

changed to a new lens mount . Sadly, both Nikon and Canon waited way too long to make the change.    

Auto focus has been around for quite a few years now, but mirrorless cameras focus differently than 

their DSLR counterparts. The auto focusing is incorporated into the image sensor, rather than using a 

less accurate separate focusing sensor found on DSLR cameras. Up until quite recently the king of 

accurate auto focus with subject tracking was held by the DSLR. This feature alone made the DSLR the 

camera of choice for action photography. However Nikon, Canon and especially Sony have made huge 

advances in this area in their mirrorless cameras, to the point where there’s little difference if any. I 

think improving the auto focus performance in mirrorless cameras is where you’ll see the biggest 

change going forward, even if it’s just via a firmware update. A case in point is that Nikon has 

announced development of a mirrorless version of their top sports camera, the D5. It wouldn’t surprise 

me if they call it the Z5.                                                                                                                                                                 

Only time will tell how many DSLRs we’ll see in the future, but I venture that their days are severely 

numbered.  
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https://pflionline.com/member-clubs.html
https://pflionline.com/member-clubs.html
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cKEooAIFA5IgTo84T9ukm1J0AkGnSlGvNrXvlqmRpdyZbvQPp0rLnybCXIlKLiaU-BHtJ2GUHGxOSVRvL04frKpNHlmhmSo28qN9nWT81nlnMJPs4KGwtxxQlS778D0Vpwjusg1zBFSox9OQrGX91avYFf0VwZOf3VcYqrbCPOXAItEjT0zgOdFF1jZksJV-pT64rLJk0_s7bQkDTN2ma83mBolrUN0Y2o4j


Stay Focused! 
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“I only know how to approach a place by walking. For what does a street photographer do but walk and 

watch and wait and talk, and then watch and wait some more, trying to remain confident that the 

unexpected, the unknown, or the secret heart of the known awaits just around the corner.” - Alex Webb  

“I think that emotional content is an image’s most important element, regardless of the photographic 

technique. Much of the work I see these days lacks the emotional impact to draw a reaction from 

viewers, or remain in their hearts.”  Anne Geddes 

There are many advantages to shooting in cold weather. 

During the winter, the sun is at a lower angle which 

provides a better angle of light. It also remains closer to 

the horizon for a longer period extending the time you 

can shoot in warmer light. Finally, there are no bugs to 

eat you alive.                                                                

Tips For Cold Weather Photography  

Most cameras handle cold weather well, but when extreme temperatures exist, there are 

considerations that need to be addressed. Always carry lots of spare batteries. After battery failure, 

the second biggest concern is the build up of condensation when bringing equipment indoors. Put the 

camera into a plastic bag and let the moisture form on it. Let it sit a few hours before removing it. An 

alternative is to put all your gear into a camera bag which acts like an insulator and let it gradually 

warm up to room temperature. If you’re like me, you want to organize and clean all your equipment 

right after each shoot. DON’T.  If condensation forms internally, it can ruin the lens 

When I’m cold and miserable, I stand about as good a chance of 

coming back with creative images as kids in the Sahara have of 

building a ten foot snowman. I dress in layers of breathable, 

moisture wicking fabrics starting with thermals. These fabrics lift 

away any perspiration from the skin lessening the chance of 

getting a chill caused by dampness. By dressing in layers, I peel 

one away if I get too hot to maintain a specific level of warmth. 

Most heat loss is through the head, therefore a hat is a must.     

I also cover my hands and feet with waterproof, breathable 

materials. Blood can’t warm the toes and fingers as well as the 

trunk of the body. These parts more susceptible to the cold. 

Avoid cotton socks. If your feet sweat, the cotton traps it making 

them cold AND wet. I use gloves that have a retractable outer 

mitten. When I fold it back, it exposes just my fingertips allowing 

me to use all camera controls. If my fingertips get cold, I cover 

them up to thaw. Under these gloves is a thin glove liner to add 

a layer. Pocket and toe warmers are highly recommended.  

My SMUG MUG website is now live and 

contains thousands of images of my travels 

from all over.  Have a look if you feel 

motivated.    russburden.smugmug.com  

http://russburden.smugmug.com

